
“They place too much trust in the company,” said Hang, founder of trade finance start-up eFundsme Global Pte. 

In the wake of all these scandals, a few banks have eased up on trade finance. Societe Generale halted fresh funding to oil trading firms 
in Asia, while ABN Amro now considers the sector high risk.

“Unfortunately, fraud tends to emerge in times of stress,” ABN Chief Risk Officer Tanja Cuppen said on a recent 
conference call. “We have taken lessons from these cases and have taken measures to prevent this from happening 
again.”

Traders of everything from zinc to oil and rubber are feeling the pinch as banks heighten scrutiny. Several firms 
interviewed have said their bankers were pulling back from short-term financing or asking for more secured collateral. 
Financing costs have jumped, and in some cases the banks are refusing to issue letters of credit, according to the traders, 
who asked not to be identified because they’re not authorized to speak publicly.

Even with the failures, most banks are sticking with the sector, betting that tighter controls, increased transparency and 
new technolo y will help avoid losses in an otherwise lucrative business.

Lenders in Singapore set up a working group to raise standards for trade finance, according to a statement last week. One 
of the measures being considered is the central registry for cargo, according to the person familiar with the plans who 
declined to be identified as the matter is private.

DBS Moves

DBS, Southeast Asia’s largest bank, is eliminating manual workflows and has digitized key trade financing services 
including letters of credit, import bills, and shipping guarantees, according to John Laurens, head of global transaction 
services, in a presentation Monday to reporters in Hong Kong.

The bank has adopted blockchain technolo y for trade finance, including a dedicated platform for Chinese corporate clients 
that offers almost-instant verification of suppliers’ credentials, Laurens said. The platform is integrated with various 
Chinese government databases that can validate and verify the authenticity of the transactions by suppliers.

Citigroup, which runs $4 trillion in daily trade flows, is using artificial intelligence to review transactions and 
documentation, said Kanika Thakur, head of Asia-Pacific trade finance.

DBS joined ING, HSBC and several other banks in a new Singapore-based blockchain network known as Contour. The 
group claims the network, replacing a 400-year-old system of paper transactions, can cut the processing time for letters of 
credit to 24 hours, from as long as 10 days.

“The delays and archaic processes that have marred the trade finance sector can no longer happen, and effective solutions 
are vital to keeping the sector alive,” Contour CEO Carl Wegner said in a statement.

For ING CEO Steven van Rijswijk, whose predecessor banks have been financing shipping since the 18th century, there will 
always be a few deals that falter.

“In that case, you will leave with a loss, but in and of itself, that’s not a reason now to leave the trading commodity space,” 
he said.
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